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Abstract—We present a novel bandwidth broker architecture for scalable support of guaranteed services that decouples the QoS

control plane from the packet forwarding plane. More specifically, under this architecture, core routers do not maintain any QoS

reservation states, whether per-flow or aggregate. Instead, the QoS reservation states are stored at and managed by a bandwidth

broker. There are several advantages of such a bandwidth broker architecture. Among others, it avoids the problem of inconsistent

QoS states faced by the conventional hop-by-hop, distributed admission control approach. Furthermore, it allows us to design efficient

admission control algorithms without incurring any overhead at core routers. The proposed bandwidth broker architecture is designed

based on a core stateless virtual time reference system developed recently. This virtual time reference system provides a unifying

framework to characterize, in terms of their abilities to support delay guarantees, both the per-hop behaviors of core routers and the

end-to-end properties of their concatenation. In this paper, we focus on the design of efficient admission control algorithms under the

proposed bandwidth broker architecture. We consider both per-flow end-to-end guaranteed delay services and class-based

guaranteed delay services with flow aggregation. Using our bandwidth broker architecture, we demonstrate how admission control can

be done on a per domain basis instead of on a “hop-by-hop” basis. Such an approach may significantly reduce the complexity of the

admission control algorithms. In designing class-based admission control algorithms, we investigate the problem of dynamic flow

aggregation in providing guaranteed delay services and devise a new apparatus to effectively circumvent this problem. We conduct

detailed analyses to provide theoretical underpinning for our schemes as well as to establish their correctness. Simulations are also

performed to demonstrate the efficacy of our schemes.

Index Terms—Network resource management, quality of services, bandwidth broker, admission control, flow aggregation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE ability to provide end-to-end guaranteed services
(e.g., guaranteed delay) for networked applications is a

desirable feature of the future Internet. To enable such
services, Quality-of-Service (QoS) support from both the
network data plane (e.g. packet scheduling) and the control
plane (e.g., admission control and resource reservation) is
needed. For example, under the Internet IETF Integrated
Services (IntServ) architecture, scheduling algorithms such
as Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ), Virtual Clock (VC), and
Rate-Controlled Earliest Deadline First (RC-EDF) [6], [8],
[19], [20] were developed to support the Guaranteed Service
[13]. Furthermore, a signaling protocol, RSVP, for setting up
end-to-end QoS reservation along a flow’s path was also
proposed and standardized [4], [21]. However, due to its
need for performing per-flow management at core routers,
the scalability of the IntServ architecture has been ques-
tioned. To address the issue of scalability, several alter-
native architectures have been proposed in recent years,

among others, the IETF DiffServ model [2] and the more
recent core stateless approach based on the notion of dynamic
packet state [14], [15].

In addressing the issue of scalability in QoS provisioning,
the majority of the recent work has focused on eliminating
per-flow router state management in the data plane. Attempts
at reducing the complexity of QoS control plane have
mostly followed the conventional hop-by-hop reservation set-
up approach adopted by RSVP and ATM through QoS
control state aggregation. In the conventional hop-by-hop
reservation set-up approach, the QoS reservation set-up
request of a flow is passed from the ingress router toward
the egress router along the path of the flow, where each
router along the path processes the reservation set-up
request and determines whether the request can be honored
or not by administering a local admission control test using its
own QoS state information. However, due to the distributed
nature of this approach and unreliability of the network,
potential inconsistency (e.g., due to loss of signaling
messages) may result in the QoS states maintained by each
router, which may cause serious problems in network QoS
management. RSVP addresses this problem by using soft
states, which requires routers to periodically retransmit
PATH and RESV messages, thus incurring additional
communication and processing overheads. These over-
heads can be reduced through a number of state reduction
techniques [9], [17], [18]. Under the core stateless framework
proposed in [14], the scalability issue of the QoS control
plane is addressed by maintaining only aggregate reservation
state at each router. The problem of inconsistent QoS states
is tackled via a novel bandwidth estimation algorithm, which
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relies on the dynamic reservation information periodically
carried in packets and incurs additional processing over-
head at core routers.

The conventional hop-by-hop reservation set-up ap-
proach ties such QoS control functions as admission control,
resource reservation, and QoS state management to core
routers, whether per-flow or aggregate QoS states are
maintained at core routers. Besides the issues discussed
above, this approach requires admission control and QoS
state management modules to be installed at every single
router to support guaranteed services. As a result, if a new
level of service (say, a new guaranteed delay service class)
is introduced into a network, it may require an upgrade or
reconfiguration of the admission control modules at some
or all core routers. An alternative, and perhaps more
attractive, approach is the bandwidth broker (BB) architecture,
which is first proposed in [10] for the Premium Service using
the DiffServ model. Under this BB architecture, admission
control, resource provisioning, and other policy decisions
are performed by a centralized bandwidth broker in each
network domain. Although several implementation efforts
in building bandwidth brokers are under way (see, e.g.,
[16]), so far it is not clear what level of guaranteed services
can be supported and whether core routers are still required
to perform local admission control under the proposed
BB architecture in [10].

In this paper, we present a novel conceptually centralized
bandwidth broker architecture for scalable support of
guaranteed services that decouples the QoS control plane from
the packet forwarding plane. More specifically, under this
BB architecture, the QoS reservation states are stored at and
managed solely by the bandwidth broker(s) in a network
domain. Despite this fact, our bandwidth broker architec-
ture is still capable of providing end-to-end guaranteed services,
whether fine-grain per-flow delay guarantees or coarse-grain
class-based delay guarantees. This bandwidth broker architec-
ture is built upon the virtual time reference system (VTRS)
developed in [22]. VTRS is designed as a unifying schedul-
ing framework based on which both the per-hop behaviors of
core routers and the end-to-end properties of their concatena-
tion can be characterized. Furthermore, it also provides a
QoS abstraction for scheduling mechanisms of core routers
that allows the bandwidth broker(s) in a network domain to
perform QoS control functions such as admission control
and reservation set-up with no or minimal assistance from
core routers.

Because of this decoupling of data plane and QoS control
plane, our bandwidth broker architecture is appealing in
several aspects. First of all, by maintaining QoS reservation
states only in a bandwidth broker (or bandwidth brokers),
core routers are relieved of QoS control functions such as
admission control, making them potentially more efficient.
Second, and perhaps more importantly, a QoS control plane
that is decoupled from the data plane allows a network
service provider to introduce new (guaranteed) services
without necessarily requiring software/hardware upgrades
at core routers. Third, with QoS reservation states main-
tained by a bandwidth broker, it can perform sophisticated
QoS provisioning and admission control algorithms to
optimize network utilization in a network-wide fashion. Such
network-wide optimization is difficult, if not impossible,
under the conventional hop-by-hop reservation set-up
approach. Furthermore, the problem of inconsistent

QoS states facing the hop-by-hop reservation set-up
approach is also significantly alleviated under our ap-
proach. Last but not least, under our approach, the
reliability, robustness, and scalability issues of the QoS
control plane (i.e., the bandwidth broker architecture) can
be addressed separately from, and without incurring additional
complexity to, the data plane, for example, by using
distributed or hierarchical bandwidth brokers [23].

To illustrate some of the advantages presented above, in
this paper, we will primarily focus on the design of efficient
admission control under the proposed bandwidth broker
architecture. We consider both per-flow end-to-end guaran-
teed delay services and class-based guaranteed delay
services with flow aggregation. Using our bandwidth
broker architecture, we demonstrate how admission control
can be performed at a per domain level, instead of on a “hop-
by-hop” basis. Such an approach can significantly reduce
the complexity of the admission control algorithms. In
designing class-based admission control algorithms, we
investigate the problem of flow aggregation in providing
guaranteed delay services, and devise a new apparatus to
effectively circumvent this problem.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In
Section 2, we first briefly review the virtual time reference
system and, then, present an overview of our proposed
bandwidth broker architecture. In Section 3, we present per-
flow path-oriented admission control algorithms. These
admission control algorithms are extended in Section 4 to
address class-based guaranteed delay services with flow
aggregation. Simulation investigation is conducted in
Section 5 and the paper is concluded in Section 6.

2 VIRTUAL TIME REFERENCE SYSTEM AND

BANDWIDTH BROKER ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we first give an overview of the virtual time
reference system and, based on this reference system, we
then outline the basic architecture of the proposed
bandwidth broker, which decouples the QoS control plane
from the packet forwarding plane for scalable support of
guaranteed services.

2.1 Virtual Time Reference System and
QoS Abstraction of the Data Plane

The virtual time reference system (VTRS) was developed in
[22] as a unifying scheduling framework to provide scalable
support for guaranteed services. The key construct in VTRS
is the notion of packet virtual time stamps, which, as part of
the packet state, are referenced and updated as packets
traverse each core router. A key property of packet virtual
time stamps is that they can be computed using solely the
packet state carried by packets (plus a couple of fixed
parameters associated with core routers). In this sense, the
virtual time reference system is core stateless as no per-flow
state is needed at core routers for computing packet virtual
time stamps. Similar to the DiffServ framework, VTRS
distinguishes edge routers from core routers. Conceptually,
it consists of three logical components (Fig. 1): edge traffic
conditioning at the network edge, packet state carried by
packets, and per-hop virtual time reference/update mechanism
at core routers. Below, we will briefly discuss these
components (see [22] for more details).
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Edge routers maintain the per-flow state. When packets
are released into the network core, edge routers also insert
certain packet state into the packet headers. Another
important role that edge routers play is to ensure that the
packets of a flow will never be injected into the network
core at a rate exceeding the flow’s reserved rate.

As mentioned above, when a packet is released into the
network core, the edge router needs to initialize a certain
packet state in the packet header. The packet state carried
by the kth packet pj;k of a flow j contains three types of
information: 1) QoS reservation (a rate-delay parameter pair
hrj; dji) of the flow, 2) the virtual time stamp ~!!j;k

i of the
packet that is associated with the router i currently being
traversed, and 3) the virtual time adjustment term �j;k of the
packet. At the network edge, the rate-delay parameter pair
hrj; dji, which is determined by the bandwidth broker based
on flow j’s QoS requirement, is inserted into every packet of
the flow. For the kth packet of flow j, its virtual time stamp
~!!j;k
1 is initialized to âaj;k1 , the actual time it leaves the edge

conditioner. The virtual time adjustment term is primarily
used for eliminating possible out-of-order transmissions of
packets of a flow at routers along the path. For packet pj;k,
its virtual time adjustment term �j;k is set to �j;k=q, where q
is the number of rate-based schedulers employed by the
routers along the flow’s path and �j;k is computed at the
network edge using the following recursive formula [22]:

�j;1 ¼ 0 and �j;k ¼

max

(
0;�j;k�1 þ q

Lj;k�1 � Lj;k

rj
þ âaj;k�1

1 � âaj;k1 þ Lj;k

rj

)
;

for k ¼ 2; 3; . . . :

ð1Þ

In the conceptual framework of the virtual time reference
system, each core router is equipped with a per-hop virtual
time reference/update mechanism to maintain the con-
tinual progression of the virtual time embodied by the
packet virtual time stamps. This virtual time stamp, ~!!j;k

i ,
represents the arrival time of the kth packet pj;k of flow j at
the ith core router in the virtual time and, thus, it is also
referred to as the virtual arrival time of the packet at the core
router. When the packet arrives at the core router, a virtual
delay, ~ddj;ki , is assigned to the packet. Depending on the
characteristics of the router (or rather the scheduler), the

virtual delay is computed differently. We distinguish two
types of schedulers: rate-based and delay-based (see below
for examples of them). Packets at a core router are
scheduled based on their virtual finish time, ~��j;ki, which is
calculated as ~��j;ki ¼ ~!!j;k

i þ ~ddj;ki . To ensure bounded edge-to-
edge packet delays, the virtual time stamps need to be
updated properly when packets depart from a core router.
Due to the page limit, we refer interested readers to [22].

An important consequence of the virtual time reference
system outlined above is that the end-to-end delay bound
on the delay experienced by packets of a flow across the
network core can be expressed in terms of the rate-delay
parameter pair of a flow and some fixed terms associated
with the routers along the flow’s path. Suppose there are a
total of h hops along the path of flow j, of which q routers
employ rate-based schedulers and h� q delay-based sche-
dulers. Then, for each packet pj;k of flow j, letting f̂fj;k

i

denote the real departure time of the packet from the ith
hop along the path, we have

f̂fj;k
h � âaj;k1 � djcore ¼ q

Lj;max

rj
þ ðh� qÞdj þ

Xh
i¼1

�i þ
Xh�1

i¼1

�i;

ð2Þ

where Lj;max is the maximum packet size of flow j, �i the
error term of the ith scheduler along the path, and �i the
propagation delay from the ith scheduler to the iþ 1th
(see [22]).

Suppose the traffic profile of flow j is specified using the
standard dual-token bucket regulator ð�j; �j; P j; Lj;maxÞ,
where �j � Lj;max is the maximum burst size of flow j, �j is
the sustained rate of flow j, and Pj is the peak rate of flow j.
Then, themaximumdelaypacketsof flow j experiencedat the
edge shaper is bounded by

djedge ¼ Tj
on

P j � rj

rj
þ Lj;max

rj
; ð3Þ

where Tj
on ¼ ð�j � Lj;maxÞ=ðPj � �jÞ is the maximum dura-

tion that flow j can inject traffic at its peak rate into the
network (here, the edge traffic conditioner). Hence, the end-
to-end delay bound for flow j is given by

djend�to�end ¼ djedge þ djcore ¼ Tj
on

Pj � rj

rj
þ ðq þ 1ÞL

j;max

rj

þ ðh� qÞdj þ
Xh
i¼1

�i þ
Xh�1

i¼1

�i:

ð4Þ

Observe that the end-to-end delay formula is quite similar
to that specified in the IETF Guaranteed Service using the
WFQ as the reference system. In this sense, the virtual time
reference system provides a conceptual core stateless frame-
work based on which guaranteed services can be imple-
mented in a scalable manner using the DiffServ paradigm.

For the sake of later discussions in this paper, below we
present two representative examples of core stateless
scheduling algorithms designed in the VTRS framework:
the rate-based core stateless virtual clock (C6SVC) and the
delay-based virtual time earliest deadline first (VT-EDF)
scheduling algorithms.

C 6SVC is a work-conserving counterpart of the CJVC
scheduling algorithm developed in [14]. It services packets
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in the order of their virtual finish times where, as defined
before, the virtual finish time of packet pj;k is given by
~��j;k ¼ ~!!j;k þ Lj;k=rj þ �j;k. It is shown in [22] that, as long as
the total reserved rate of flows traversing a C6SVC scheduler
does not exceed its capacity (i.e.,

P
j r

j � C), then the C 6SVC
scheduler can guarantee each flow its reserved rate rj with
the minimum error term � ¼ L�;max=C, where L�;max is the
largest packet size among all flows traversing the C 6SVC
scheduler.

Unlike the conventional rate-controlled EDF, VT-EDF
supports delay guarantees without per-flow rate control
and, thus, is core stateless. It services packets in the order of
their virtual finish times where, as defined before, the
virtual finish time of packet pj;k is given by ~��j;k ¼ ~!!j;k þ ~ddj. It
is shown in [22] that the VT-EDF scheduler can guarantee
each flow its delay parameter dj with the minimum error
term � ¼ L�;max=C, if the following schedulability condition
is satisfied:

XN
j¼1

½rjðt� djÞ þ Lj;max�1ft�djg � Ct; for any t � 0; ð5Þ

where we assume that there are N flows traversing the VT-
EDF scheduler with 0 � d1 � d2 � � � � � dN . The indicator
function 1ft�djg ¼ 1 if t � dj, 0 otherwise.

2.2 A Bandwidth Broker Architecture for Support
of Guaranteed Services

In this section, we present a brief overview of a novel
bandwidth broker architecture for scalable support of
guaranteed services in one network domain.1 This band-
width broker architecture relies on the virtual time
reference system to provide a QoS abstraction of the data
plane. Each router2 in the network domain is characterized
by an error term. The novelty of the proposed bandwidth
broker architecture lies in that all QoS reservation and other
QoS control state information (e.g., the amount of bandwidth
reserved at a core router) is removed from core routers and is
solely maintained at and managed by bandwidth broker(s). In
supporting guaranteed services in the network domain,
core routers perform no QoS control and management
functions such as admission control, but only data plane
functions such as packet scheduling and forwarding.
Despite the fact that all the QoS reservation states are
removed from core routers, the proposed bandwidth broker
architecture is capable of supporting guaranteed services
with the same granularity and expressive power (if not
more) as the IntServ/Guaranteed Service model. It also
allows the control and data planes to evolve independently,
thus promoting faster innovation. This is in line with the
current Internet IETF effort in advocating the separation of
control plane and data plane [1]. In this paper, we will
illustrate some of these advantages by addressing the
admission control problem under the proposed bandwidth
broker architecture. The major components of the band-
width broker architecture (in particular, those pertinent to
the admission control) are described below.

As shown in Fig. 2, the bandwidth broker (BB)3 consists
of several modules such as admission control, QoS routing,
and policy control. In this paper, we will focus primarily on
the admission control module. The BB also maintains a
number of management information bases (MIB) for the
purpose of QoS control and management of the network
domain. For example, the topology information base contains
topology information that the BB uses for route selection
and other management and operation purposes and the
policy information base contains policies and other adminis-
trative regulations of the network domain. In the following,
we describe the MIBs that are used by the admission control
module.

Flow Information Base. This MIB contains information
regarding individual flows such as flow id., traffic profile
(e.g., ð�j; �j; P j; Lj;maxÞ), service profile (e.g., edge-to-edge
delay requirement Dj), route id. (which identifies path that
a flow traverses in the network domain), and QoS
reservation (hrj; dji in the case of per-flow guaranteed delay
services or a delay service class id. in the case of class-based
guaranteed services) associated with each flow. Other
administrative (e.g., policy, billing) information pertinent
to a flow may also be maintained here.

Network QoS State Information Bases. These MIBs
maintain the QoS states of the network domain and, thus,
are the key to the QoS control and management of the
network domain. Under our BB architecture, the network
QoS state information is represented in two-levels using
two separate MIBs: path QoS state information base and node
QoS state information base.

Path QoS state information base maintains a set of paths
(each with a route id.) between various ingress and
egress routers of the network domain. These paths can be
preconfigured or dynamically set up.4 Associated with
each path are certain static parameters characterizing the
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a bandwidth broker (BB) and its operation in a

VTRS network domain.

1. To emphasize the fact that we are considering bandwidth broker
designs within a single network domain, below we will use the term “edge-
to-edge delay” instead of “end-to-end delay.” Moreover, the term “path”
refers to a path segment (from an ingress router to an egress router) within
the network domain.

2. Throughout the paper, by a router we mean the scheduler of the router
used for supporting guaranteed services.

3. For simplicity, we assume that there is a single centralized BB for a
network domain. In practice, there can be multiple BBs for a network
domain to improve reliability and scalability [23].

4. Note that, during the process of a path set-up, no admission control
test is administered. The major function of the path set-up process is to
configure forwarding tables of the routers along the path and, if necessary,
provision certain scheduling/queue management parameters at the routers,
depending on the scheduling and queue management mechanisms
deployed. Hence, we refer to such a path as a traffic engineered (TE) path.
Set-up of such a TE path can be done by using a path set-up signaling
protocol, say, MPLS [5], [12], or a simplified version (minus resource
reservation) of RSVP.



path and dynamic QoS state information regarding the
path. Examples of static parameters associated a path P
are the number of hops h on P, the number of rate-based
schedulers ðqÞ and delay-based schedulers ðh� qÞ along
P, sum of the router error terms and propagation delay
along P, DP

tot ¼
P

i2Pð�i þ �iÞ, and the maximum per-
missible packet size (i.e., MTU) LP;max. The dynamic QoS
state information associated with P include, among
others, the set of flows traversing P (in the case of per-
flow guaranteed delay services) or the set of delay
service classes and their aggregate traffic profiles (in the
case of class-based guaranteed delay services) and a
number of QoS state parameters regarding the (current)
QoS reservation status of P such as the minimal
remaining bandwidth CP

res along P, a sorted list of delay
parameters currently supported along P and associated
minimal residual service points and the set of “bottle-
neck” nodes along P.

Node QoS state information base maintains information
regarding the routers in the network domain. Associated
with each router is a set of static parameters characteriz-
ing the router and a set of dynamic parameters
representing the router’s current QoS state. Examples
of static parameters associated a router S are the
scheduler type(s) (i.e., rate or delay-based), its error
term(s) �, propagation delays to its next-hop routers �s,
configured total bandwidth C, and buffer size B for
supporting guaranteed delay services and, if applicable,
a set of delay classes and their associated delay
parameters and/or a set of preprovisioned bandwidth
and buffer size pairs hCk;Bki for each delay class
supported by S. The dynamic router QoS state para-
meters include the current residual bandwidth CS

res at S,
a sorted list of delay parameters associated with flows
traversing S and their associated minimal residual
service points at S, and so forth.

In the following sections, we will illustrate how some of
the path and router parameters will be utilized and
maintained by the BB to perform efficient admission
control. Before we move to the problem of admission
control using the proposed BB architecture, we briefly
discuss the basic operations of the BB, in particular, those
pertinent to the admission control module.

When a new flow with traffic profile ð�j; �j; P j; Lj;maxÞ
and edge-to-edge delay requirement Dj;req arrives at an
ingress router, the ingress router sends a new flow service
request message to the BB. Upon receiving the service
request, the BB first checks for policy and other adminis-
trative information bases to determine whether the new
flow is admissible. If not, the request is immediately
rejected. Otherwise, the BB selects a path (from the ingress
to an appropriate egress router in the network domain) for
the new flow, based on the network topology information
and the current network QoS state information, in addition
to other relevant information (such as policy constraints
applicable to this flow).

Once the path is selected, the BB will invoke the
admission control module to determine if the new flow
can be admitted. The details of admission control procedure
for supporting per-flow guaranteed delay services and
class-based guaranteed delay services will be presented in
Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. Generally speaking,
the admission control procedure consists of two phases:

1) the admission control test phase during which it is
determined whether the new flow service request can be
accommodated and how much network resources must be
reserved if it can be accommodated, and 2) the bookkeeping
phase during which the relevant information bases such as
the flow information base, path QoS state information base,
and node QoS state information base will be updated, if the
flow is admitted. If the admission control test fails, the new
flow service request will be rejected and no information
bases will be updated. In either case, the BB will inform the
ingress of the decision. In the case that the new flow service
request is granted, the BB will also pass the QoS reservation
information (e.g., hrj; dji) to the ingress router so that it can
set up a new or reconfigure an existing edge conditioner
(which is assumed to be colocated at the ingress router) for
the new flow. The edge conditioner will appropriately
initialize and insert the packet states into packets of the new
flow once it starts to send packets into the network.

3 ADMISSION CONTROL FOR PER-FLOW

GUARANTEED SERVICES

In this section, we study the problem of admission control
for support of per-flow guaranteed services under the
proposed bandwidth broker architecture. We present a
path-oriented approach to perform efficient admission con-
trol test and resource allocation. Unlike the conventional
hop-by-hop approach, which performs admission control
individually based on the local QoS state at each router along
a path, this path-oriented approach examines the resource
constraints along the entire path within the network domain
simultaneously and makes admission control decision
accordingly. As a result, we can significantly reduce the
time of conducting admission control test. Furthermore, we
can also perform path-wide optimization when determining
resource allocation for a new flow. Clearly, such a path-
oriented approach is possible because of the availability of
QoS state information of the entire path at the bandwidth
broker.

3.1 Path with Only Rate-Based Schedulers

To illustrate how the path-oriented approach works, we
first consider a simple case where we assume that the path P
for a new flow � consists of only rate-based schedulers.
Hence, in this case, we only need to determine whether a
reserved rate r� can be found for the new flow for it to be
admitted. The delay parameter d� will not be used. For
simplicity of exposition, we assume that a scheduler such as
core-stateless virtual clock (C6SVC) or core-jitter virtual clock
(CJVC) is employed at the routers Si along P. Let j 2 F i

denote that flow j currently traverses Si, and Ci be the total
bandwidth at Si. Then, as long as

P
j2F i

rj � Ci, Si can
guarantee each flow j its reserved bandwidth rj. We use
CSi

res to denote the residual bandwidth at Si, i.e.,
CSi

res ¼ Ci �
P

j2F i
rj. We consider the two phases of the

admission control procedure.

3.1.1 Admission Test

Let ð��; ��; P �; L�;maxÞ be the traffic profile of a new flow �
and D�;req be its edge-to-edge delay requirement. Let h be
the number of hops in P, the path for the new flow. From
(4), in order to meet its edge-to-edge delay requirement
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D�;req, the reserved rate r� for the new flow � must satisfy:
1) �� � r� � P� and 2)

D�;req � d�edge þ d�core ¼ T�
on

P� � r�

r�
þ ðhþ 1ÞL

�;max

r�
þDP

tot;

ð6Þ

where T�
on = ð�� � L�;maxÞ/ðP� � ��Þ and DP

tot =
P

i2P �i +P
i2P;i6¼h �i.
Furthermore, r� must not exceed the minimal residual

bandwidth CP
res along path P, where CP

res ¼ mini2P CSi
res is

maintained, as a path QoS parameter associated with P, in
the path QoS state MIB.

Let r�min be the smallest r� that satisfies (6), i.e.,
r�min ¼ ½T�

onP
� þ ðhþ 1ÞL�;max�=½D�;req �DP

tot þ T�
on�. Define

rlowfea ¼ maxf��; r�ming and rupfea ¼ minfP�; CP
resg:

Then, R�
fea ¼ ½rlowfea; r

up
fea� is the feasible rate range from which a

feasible reserved rate r� can be selected. Clearly, if R�
fea is

empty, then the service request of the new flow � must be
rejected. Otherwise, it is admissible and r� ¼ rlowfea is the
minimal feasible reserved rate for the new flow �. Given that
the path QoS parameters DP

tot and CP
res associated with P are

maintained in the path QoS state MIB, the above admission
test can be done in Oð1Þ.

3.1.2 Bookkeeping

If the new flow � is admitted into the network, several MIBs
(e.g., the flow MIB, the path, and node QoS state MIBs)
must be updated. The flow id., traffic profile, and service
profile of the new flow will be inserted into the flow MIB.
The minimal residual bandwidth CP

res will be subtracted by
r� , the reserved rate for flow �. Similarly, for each Si along
P, its residual bandwidth CSi

res will also be subtracted by r� .
Furthermore, for any path P0 that traverses Si, its minimal
residual bandwidth CP0

res may also be updated, depending
on whether the update of CSi

res changes C
P0

res. Last, note that,
when an existing flow departs the network, the relevant
MIBs should also be updated.

3.2 Path with Mixed Rate and Delay-Based
Schedulers

We now consider the general case where the path P for a
new flow � consists of both rate-based and delay-based
schedulers. In this case, we need to determine whether a
rate-delay parameter pair hr�; d�i can be found for the new
flow � for it to be admitted. Let q be the number of rate-
based schedulers and h� q the number of delay-based
schedulers along path P. For simplicity of exposition, we
assume that the rate-based schedulers Si along path P
employ C6SVC (or any similar) scheduling algorithm whose
schedulability condition is

P
j2F i

rj � Ci, whereas the
delay-based schedulers Si employ the VT-EDF scheduling
algorithm, whose schedulability condition is given in (5).
Hence, if Si is a rate-based scheduler along P, it can
guarantee each flow j its reserved bandwidth rj, as long asP

j2F i
rj � Ci. Similarly, if Si is a delay-based scheduler

along P, it can guarantee each flow j its delay parameter dj,
as long as the schedulability condition (5) is satisfied. We
now consider the two phases of the admission control
procedure.

3.2.1 Admission Test

Because of the interdependence of the reserved rate r� and
the delay parameter d� in the edge-to-edge delay bound (4),
as well as the more complex schedulability condition (5) for
the delay-based schedulers, the admission test for this case
is less straightforward. By uncovering the monotonicity
properties of the edge-to-edge delay formula (4) and
schedulability condition (5), we show how an efficient
admission test can be designed using the path-oriented
approach. In addition, if the new flow � is admissible, this
admission test finds an optimal feasible rate-delay parameter
pair hr�; d�i in the sense that r� is the minimal feasible rate.

Before we present the algorithm, we need to introduce
some notation and transform the edge-to-edge delay
formula (4) as well as the schedulability condition (5) into
a form such that their monotonicity properties can be
derived. As before, let ð��; ��; P �; L�;maxÞ be the traffic
profile of the new flow �, and D�;req its edge-to-edge delay
requirement. In order for the new flow � to be admitted
along the path P with a rate-delay parameter pair hr�; d�i,
its edge-to-edge delay requirement D�;req must be satisfied,
namely, 1) �� � r� � P� and

D�;req � d�edge þ d�core ¼

T�
on

P� � r�

r�
þ ðq þ 1ÞL

�;max

r�
þ ðh� qÞd� þDP

tot:
ð7Þ

Furthermore, the schedulability condition at each scheduler
Si must not be violated. Let CP

res be the minimal residual
bandwidth along P, i.e., CP

res ¼ mini2P CSi
res. Then, from the

schedulability conditions for the rate and delay-based
schedulers, we see that r� � CP

res. Furthermore, for every
delay-based scheduler Si along P, let hrki ; dki i be the rate-
delay parameter pair of flow k, where k 2 F i. Then, for each
k 2 F i, Si 2 P such that dki � d� , we must haveX

fj2F i:d
j
i�dki g

½rjðdki � djiÞ þ Lj;max� þ ½r�ðdki � d�Þ þ L�;max�

� Cid
k
i : ð8Þ

In summary, in order for hr�; d�i to be a feasible rate-delay
parameter pair for the new flow �, we must have that r� 2
½��;minfP�; CP

res� and that r� and d� must satisfy (7) and (8).
Theorem 1 presents the conditions when a feasible rate-
delay pair hr�; d�i exists to satisfy the delay requirement of
the new flow. In addition, it also specifies how a feasible
solution with an optimal r� should be located. Related
definitions and derivation of the theorem are relegated to
the Appendix.

Theorem 1. If Rm
fea \Rm

del is empty, then no feasible rate-delay
pairs hr�; d�i exist such that d� 2 ½dm�1; dm�. Furthermore, if
Rm

fea is empty or Rm
del is empty, or rm;r

fea < rm;l
del , then no

intervals to the left contain a feasible solution either. More
precisely, no feasible rate-delay pairs hr�; d�i exist such that
d� 2 ½0; dmÞ. If Rm

fea \Rm
del is not empty, then a feasible rate-

delay pair hr�; d�i exists such that d� 2 ½dm�1; dm�. Further-
more, if rm;l

fea < rm;l
del , then r� ¼ rm;l

del is the smallest rate such
that there exists some d� � 0 for which hr�; d�i is a feasible
rate-delay pair. In other words, any rate-delay pair hr�; d�i
where r� < rm;l

del is not feasible.
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Based on Theorem 1, the admission test is presented
(in pseudocode) in Fig. 3. Starting with the rightmost
interval ½dm��1; dm

� Þ, this algorithm determines iteratively
whether a feasible rate-delay pair hr�; d�i exists such that
d� 2 ½dm��1; dm

� Þ. If the new flow � is admissible, the
algorithm also finds the feasible rate-delay parameter pair
hr�; d�i such that r� is minimal. The time complexity of the
algorithm is OðMÞ. Note that, in general, we have
M � jF delj �

P
Si is delay-based jF ij. Hence, the complexity of

the algorithm hinges only on the number of distinctive
delay parameters supported by the schedulers along the
path of the new flow. This reduction in complexity can be
significant if many flows have the same delay require-
ments. This is particularly the case when we consider
class-based admission control with flow aggregation
where a number of fixed delay classes are predefined.

3.2.2 Bookkeeping

When a new flow is admitted in the network, the BB needs
to update the flow MIB, path QoS state MIB, and node QoS
state MIB, among others. For a path P with mixed rate-
based and delay-based schedulers, in addition to path
parameters such as DP

tot and CP
res, we assume that the

minimum residual service Sm at each dm is also maintained,
where dm is a distinctive delay parameter supported by one
of the delay-based schedulers along P. These parameters
facilitate the admission test described in Fig. 3. Hence, when
a new flow is admitted along path P, these parameters also
need to be updated. Furthermore, we assume that for each
delay-based scheduler Si, the minimum residual service Sk

i

of Si at each dki is also maintained at the node QoS state
MIB. Furthermore, for any path traversing Si, the corre-
sponding path minimum residual service parameters may
also need to be updated.

4 CLASS-BASED GUARANTEED SERVICES

AND ADMISSION CONTROL WITH

DYNAMIC FLOW AGGREGATION

Traffic aggregation is a powerful technique that can be used
to significantly reduce the complexity of both the data plane

and the control plane of a network domain. This reduction
in complexity may come at a price—that guaranteed
services may only be provided to individual flows at a
coarser granularity. In this section, we address the problem of
admission control for class-based guarantee services, where
a fixed number of guaranteed delay service classes are
offered in a network domain. The class-based guaranteed
delay service model is schematically shown in Fig. 4. A new
flow is placed in one of the delay service classes if it is
admitted into the network. All flows in the same delay
service class that traverse the same path will be aggregated
into a single macroflow. This macroflow is shaped using an
aggregate reserved rate at the edge conditioner and is
guaranteed with an edge-to-edge delay bound determined
by the service class. We refer to the individual user flows
constituting a macroflow as the microflows.

A key issue in the design of admission control for this
class-based service model is the problem of dynamic flow
aggregation. The dynamics come from the fact that micro-
flows may join or leave a macroflow at any time. Hence, the
aggregate traffic profile for the macroflow may change
dynamically and, as a result, the reserved rate for the
macroflow may need to be adjusted accordingly. This
dynamic change in the aggregate traffic profile can cause some
undesirable effect on the edge-to-edge delay experienced by the
macroflow (see Section 4.1). As far as we are aware, this
problem of dynamic flow aggregation has not been
identified nor addressed before in the literature. The
existing work on traffic aggregation (in particular, in the
context of guaranteed services, see, e.g., [9], [11]) has
implicitly assumed static flow aggregation: A macroflow is
an aggregation of n fixed microflows, with no new micro-
flows joining or existing constituent microflows leaving in
the duration of the macroflow. The remainder of this section
is organized as follows: In Section 4.1, we first illustrate the
impact of dynamic flow aggregation on providing edge-to-
edge guaranteed services and, then, in Section 4.2, we
propose solutions to circumvent the problems using our
BB architecture. In Section 4.3, we will briefly describe how
to perform admission control for class-based guaranteed
services.

4.1 Impact of Dynamic Flow Aggregation on
Edge-to-Edge Delay

Before we illustrate the impact of dynamic flow aggregation,

we first introducesomenotationandassumptions.Considera

macroflow � which currently consists of n microflows. Let

ð�j; �j; P j; Lj;maxÞ be the traffic profile of the microflow j,

1 � j � n. For simplicity, we will use a dual-token bucket
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Fig. 3. Admission test for a new flow � on a path with mixed rate and

delay-based schedulers.

Fig. 4. Class-based guaranteed services: dynamic flow aggregation

along a path.



regulator, ð��; ��; P�; L�;maxÞ, as the aggregate traffic profile
for the macroflow �. Hence, we have �� ¼

Pn
j¼1 �

j,

�� ¼
Pn

j¼1 �
j, P� ¼

Pn
j¼1 P

j, and L�;max ¼
Pn

j¼1 L
j;max. Note

thatL�;max ¼
Pn

j¼1 L
j;max is because apacket of themaximum

sizemayarrive fromeachof thenmicroflowsat thesametime.

Hence, the edge conditioner may see a burst of L�;max at any

time. In contrast, since only one packet from themacroflow �

may leave the edge conditioner at any given time, the

“maximumburst” themacroflowmay carry into the network

core ismaxnj¼1 L
j;max. LetP denote thepathof themacroflow�

and LP;max denote the maximum packet size permissible in a

macroflow (i.e., a delay service class) along P. Then,

LP;max � maxnj¼1 L
j;max.Without lossofgenerality,weassume

that LP;max is fixed.
Suppose we treat the macroflow � as static, i.e., with no

microflows joining or leaving at any time. Let hr�; d�i be the
rate-delay parameter pair reserved for the macroflow. For
simplicity, assume that path P consists of only rate-based
schedulers (h of them in total). Then, from the edge-to-edge
delay formula (4), the edge-to-edge delay experienced by
the macroflow � (and, therefore, by any packets from any
constituent microflows) is bounded by

d�edge�to�edge ¼ d�edge þ d�core

¼ T�
on

P� � r�

r�
þ L�;max

r�
þ h

LP;max

r�
þDP

tot;
ð9Þ

where DP
tot ¼

P
i2P �i þ

P
i2P;i 6¼h �i.

We claim that, if we allowmicroflows to dynamically join
or leave a macroflow, the edge-to-edge delay bound (9) may
no longer hold. We illustrate this through an example.
Consider a new microflow � joins the existing macroflow �
at time t�.Let ð��; ��; P�; L�;maxÞbethetrafficprofileof thenew
microflow.Denote the“new”macroflowafter themicroflow�
has been aggregated (i.e., the macroflow that enters the
network core after t�) by �0 and let ð��0

; ��
0
; P�0

; L�0;maxÞ be its
traffic profile. Suppose that the reserved rate for the “new”
macroflow increases from r� to r�

0
at time t�.

We first show that the packets from the “new”macroflow

may experience a worst-case delay at the edge conditioner

that is larger than d�
0

edge ¼ T�0
on

P�0 �r�
0

r�
0 þ L�0 ;max

r�
0 . This can happen,

for example, in the scenario shown in Fig. 5. In this scenario,

T�
on � T�

on and, thus, T�
on � T�0

on � T�
on. We assume that all the

constituentmicroflowsof theexistingmacroflow� start at the

same time (i.e., time 0) and are greedy: They dump the

maximum allowed burst into the network at any time t, i.e.,

A�ð0; tÞ ¼ E�ðtÞ ¼ minfP�tþ L�;max; ��tþ ��g. The new mi-

croflow � joins the existingmacroflow� at time t� ¼ T�
on � T�

on

and it is also greedy: At any time t � t�,

A�ðt�; tÞ ¼ E�ðt� t�Þ
¼ minfP�ðt� t�Þ þ L�;max; ��ðt� t�Þ þ ��:

Then, it is not difficult to see that, at time t ¼ T�
on, the total

amount of traffic that is queued at the edge conditioner is
given by

QðtÞ ¼ ðP� � r�ÞT�
on þ ðP� þ r� � r�

0 ÞT�
on þ L�0;max:

Hence, the delay experienced by a packet arriving at the

edge conditioner at time t ¼ T�
on will be at least QðtÞ=r�0

,

which can be shown to be larger than d�
0

edge, in general. This

larger delay is caused by the fact that, at the time, a new

microflow is aggregated into an existing macroflow flow,

the buffer at the edge conditioner may not be empty. The

“old” packets queued there can cause the “new” packets to

experience additional delay that is no longer bounded by

d�
0

edge.
We now consider the delay experienced by packets from

the “new”macroflow �0 inside the network core. Despite the

fact that packets from the “new” macroflow �0 are serviced

with a higher reserved rate r�
0
(� r�), it can be formally

established that some of these packets may experience a

worst-case delay in the network core that is bounded by

d�core ¼ hLP;max=r� þDP
tot, not by d�

0
core ¼ hLP;max=r�

0 þDP
tot.

Intuitively, this can happen because the packets from the

“new”macroflowmay catchupwith the last packets from the

“old” macroflow. Hence, they may be queued behind the

“old” packets, incurring a worst-case delay bounded by d�core
instead of d�

0

core. Considering both the delay at the edge

conditioner and that in the network core, we see that packets

of the “new” macroflow may experience an edge-to-edge

delay that is no longer bounded by the edge-to-edge delay

formula (9).
A similar situation may also occur when a constituent

microflow leaves an existing macroflow, if we immediately

decrease the reserved rate r� to a new lower r�
0
. For example,

consider the scenario illustrated in Fig. 6. Assume that a

microflow � dumps one packet with the maximum packet

size of the microflow at time 0 and this packet is serviced

first by the edge conditioner. Furthermore, we assume that

the microflow leaves the system at the time L�;max=r�.

Suppose all other microflows in the macroflow are all

greedy from time 0. Then, it is not hard to see if the reserved

rate for �0 is immediately reduced to r�
0
that, at time t ¼ T�0

on,

the total amount of traffic that is queued at the edge

conditioner is given by,

QðtÞ ¼ L�0;max þ T�0

onP
�0 � r�

0
T�0

on þ L�;max r
�0

r�
:
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Fig. 5. An example illustrating the edge delay bound violation when a

new microflow joins.



Hence, the delay experienced by a packet arriving the edge
conditioner at time t ¼ T�0

on will be at least QðtÞ=r�0
, which is

larger than d�
0

edge.
In conclusion, we see that, when a new microflow joins

or a constituent microflow leaves an existing macroflow, the
edge-to-edge delay experienced by the resulting macroflow
after the microflow is aggregated or deaggregated may not
be bounded by the edge-to-edge delay formula (9). In other
words, we cannot simply treat the resulting macroflow as if
it were a completely new and independent flow. This is because,
when a new microflow joins or a constituent microflow
leaves an existing macroflow, the buffer at the edge
conditioner may not be empty, in general. These packets
queued at the edge conditioner may have a lingering effect
that invalidates the edge-to-edge delay formula (9). New
apparatuses are thus needed to tackle the problem caused by
dynamic flow aggregation. Before we move on, we would like
to comment that the problem of dynamic flow aggregation
is not unique to the virtual time reference system used in
this paper. The same problem exists in a more general
context. For example, dynamic flow aggregation will have
the same effect on a network of WFQ schedulers, the
reference system used in the IntServ model. This is because
the situation happening at the edge conditioner described
above will also apply to a WFQ scheduler.

4.2 Edge-to-Edge Delay Bounds under
Dynamic Flow Aggregation

In this section, we present new mechanisms to effectively
circumvent the problems caused by dynamic flow aggrega-
tion. The basic objective of our approach is to enable the
bandwidth broker to make admission control decisions at
any given time, using only the traffic profile and reserved
rate of the macroflow at that time. In other words, we do not
want the bandwidth broker to maintain an elaborate history
record of the microflow arrival and departure events of a
macroflow. To take care of the potential extra delay at the
edge conditioner, in Section 4.2.1, we introduce the notion
of contingency bandwidth, which is allocated for a short
period of time (referred to as contingency period) after a
microflow joins or leaves an existing macroflow to eliminate
the lingering delay effect of the packets queued in the edge
conditioner at the time the microflow joins or leaves an
existing macroflow �. In Section 4.2.2, we extend the virtual
time reference system to accommodate the problem of
dynamic flow aggregation. With these new mechanisms

implemented, we can show that the edge-to-edge delay of
the macroflow after a microflow joins or leaves is bounded
by a modified edge-to-edge delay formula.

4.2.1 Contingency Bandwidth and Edge Delay Bound

Contingency bandwidth works as follows: Suppose at time t�,
a microflow � joins or leaves an existing macroflow �.
Besides the reserved rate r� being adjusted to a new
reserved rate r�

0
at t�, a contingency bandwidth �r� is also

temporarily allocated to the resulting “new” macroflow �0 for a
contingency period of �� time units. The contingency band-
width �r� and contingency period �� is chosen in such a
manner that the maximum delay in the edge conditioner
experienced by any packet from the “new” macroflow �0

after time t� is bounded above by

dnewedge � maxfdoldedge; d
�0

edgeg; ð10Þ

where doldedge denotes the maximum edge delay bound on the
“old” macroflow (i.e., before t�) and d�

0

edge = T�0

onðP�0 � r�
0 Þ/

r�
0 þ L�0;max/r�

0
.

The following two theorems state the sufficient condi-
tions on �r� and �� so that (10) holds, the proofs of which
are fairly straightforward; we omit them here ([7]).

Theorem 2 (Microflow Join). Suppose at time t�, a new
microflow � with the traffic profile ð��; ��; P�; L�;maxÞ joins an
existing macroflow �. Let r� ¼ r�

0 � r� and Qðt�Þ be the size
of the backlog in the edge conditioner at time t�. Then, (10)
holds if

�r� � P� � r� and �� � Qðt�Þ
�r�

: ð11Þ

Theorem 3 (Microflow Leave). Suppose at time t�, a constituent
microflow � with the traffic profile ð��; ��; P �; L�;maxÞ leaves an
existing macroflow �. Let r� ¼ r� � r�

0
andQðt�Þ be the size of

the backlog in the edge conditioner at time t�. Then, (10) holds if

�r� � r� and �� � Qðt�Þ
�r�

: ð12Þ

When a microflow � joins or leaves an existing macroflow
�, the BB can choose a contingency bandwidth allocation
�r� using the two theorems above. For example, when a
microflow � joins, we can set �r� ¼ P� � r� = P� þ r� � r�

0
.

Whereas, when a microflow � leaves, we can set �r� =
r� ¼ r� � r�

0
. To compute the contingency period ��

precisely, we need to know the backlog Qðt�Þ in the edge
conditioner at time t�. Since, at time t�, the maximum delay
at the edge conditioner is bounded by doldedge, we have

Qðt�Þ � doldedgerðt�Þ ¼ doldedgeðr� þ�r�ðt�ÞÞ; ð13Þ

where rðt�Þ is total bandwidth allocated to the macroflow at
time t�, which includes the reserved rate r� and the total
contingency bandwidth �r�ðt�Þ allocated to the macroflow
� at time t�. Given this upper bound on Qðt�Þ, the BB can
determine an upper bound �̂�� on the contingency period ��

as follows:

�̂�� ¼ doldedge

r� þ�r�ðt�Þ
�r�

: ð14Þ
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Fig. 6. An example illustrating the edge delay bound violation when a

constituent microflow leaves.



Hence, after �̂�� , the BB can deallocate the contingency
bandwidth �r� at time t� þ �̂�� . We refer to this method of
determining contingency period �� as the (theoretical)
contingency period bounding approach. This scheme does
not require any feedback information from the edge
conditioner regarding the status of its buffer occupancy.
However, in general, it can be quite conservative.

A more practical approach is to have the edge conditioner
to feedback the actual contingency period to the BB. This
scheme is referred to as the contingency feedbackmethod, and
works as follows: When a new microflow � joins or leaves
an existing macroflow �, the BB sends an edge conditioner
reconfiguration message to the edge conditioner. In this
message, in addition to the new reserved rate r�

0
, the

contingency bandwidth �r� is also included. Suppose the
edge conditioner receives this message at time t�. It checks
the current queue length Qðt�Þ and computes the new
contingency period �� . It can immediately inform the BB of
the actual value of �� . Or, it can wait until t� þ �� , and then
send a contingency bandwidth reset message back to the BB.
Note that, whenever the buffer in the edge conditioner
becomes empty, a contingency bandwidth reset message can
also be sent back to the BB, resetting all of the contingency
bandwidth allocated to the macroflow � (i.e., setting
�r� ¼ 0). This is because, after this point, the maximum
delay experienced by any packets of the macroflow � is
bounded by d�edge, which is solely determined by the current
aggregate traffic profile of the macroflow �.

4.2.2 Extension to VTRS and Core Delay Bound

VTRS isdevelopedbasedon the assumption that the reserved
rate of a flow is fixed. In this section, we illustrate how VTRS
can be extended to accommodate flow aggregation with
dynamic rate changes. Basedon this extension,wealsoderive
a modified core-delay bound for flow aggregation.

Consider an existing macroflow � which traverses the
path P. For simplicity of exposition, we first assume that all
the schedulers Sis along the path are rate-based. Suppose
that, at time ��, the reserved rate of the macroflow � is
adjusted at the edge shaper from r to r0 (this happens every
time the rate of the edge conditioner is adjusted). Let pk

�
be the

last packet that leaves the edge conditioner before the rate
change at �� and pk

�þ1 be the first packet that leaves the edge
conditioner after the rate change at ��. Then, for k < k�, âakþ1

1 �
âak1 � Lkþ1=r and, for k � k�, âakþ1

1 � âak1 � Lkþ1=r0, where recall
that âak1 denotes the time packet pk departs the edge
conditioner and arrives at the first-hop scheduler.

To accommodate reserved rate change in the virtual time
reference system, we need to modify the definition of the
virtual time adjustment for the transitional packet pk

�þ1 as
follows: Define

�k�þ1¼max 0;�k� þ h
Lk�

r
� Lk�þ1

r0

� �
þ âak

�

1 � âak
�þ1

1 þ Lk�þ1

r0

� �
:

ð15Þ

For the packets after pk
�þ1, the definition of �k is not

changed, namely, it is given in (1) with rj replaced by r0.
Indeed, we can show that, for k ¼ k� þ 1; k� þ 2; . . . , �k is
the cumulative delay experienced by packet pk along the
path P in the ideal dedicated per-flow system [22], where the

rate of the servers is changed from r� to r�
0
at time ��. With

the above modification, we can show that the following
theorem holds ([7]).

Theorem 4. For k ¼ k� þ 1; k� þ 2; . . . , let �k ¼ �k=h where,
for k ¼ k� þ 1, �k is given by (15) and, for k ¼ k� þ 2; . . . ,
�k is given in (1) with r replaced by r0. Then, the virtual
spacing and reality check properties hold for the macroflow
after the rate change at ��. Namely, for k ¼ k� þ 1; . . . ,
~!!k
i � ~!!k�1

i � Lk=r0, and âaki � ~!!k
i , i 2 P. Furthermore, the

delay experienced by these packets in the network core is
bounded by the following modified core delay formula:

f̂fk
h � âak1 � hmax

LP;max

r
;
LP;max

r0

� �
þDP

tot: ð16Þ

The above modified core delay bound is derived under
the assumption that all the schedulers along path P are rate-
based. We now consider the case where some schedulers
along path P are delay-based. In order to ensure the validity
of the virtual time reference system under this case, we
need to impose an assumption:5 The delay parameter d�

associated with a macroflow � is fixed, no matter whether there
are microflow arrivals or departures in the macroflow. Under this
assumption, delay-based schedulers can be easily incorpo-
rated into the extended virtual time reference system
presented above. Suppose there are q rate-based schedulers
and h� q delay-based schedulers along path P. Then, the
delay experienced by packets pk’s, k ¼ k� þ 1; k� þ 2; . . . ,
from the macroflow � after the rate change at �� is bounded
by the following core delay formula:

f̂fk
h � âak1 � qmax

LP;max

r
;
LP;max

r0

� �
þ ðh� qÞd� þDP

tot: ð17Þ

4.3 Admission Control with Dynamic
Flow Aggregation

We now illustrate how to perform admission control and
resource reservation with dynamic flow aggregation, based
on the results obtained in Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.2.2.
Consider a macroflow �. LetD�;req be its edge-to-edge delay
requirement, which we assume is fixed throughout the entire
duration of the macroflow. Whenever a microflow joins or
leaves the macroflow �, we need to ensure that its edge-to-
edge delay requirement is still satisfied. At a given time, let r�

be the reserved rate of macroflow � excluding the contingency
bandwidth allocated. Let �r�ðtÞ denote the total contingency
bandwidth allocated to � at any time t. (Here, we denote
�r�ðtÞ as a function to emphasize its time dependent nature as,
every time a contingent period �� expires, the corresponding
contingency bandwidth is reduced from�r�.) Hence, at any
given time t, the actual bandwidth allocated to themacroflow
� is rðtÞ ¼ r� þ�r�ðtÞ � r�. Using this fact and (17), we see
that if no new microflow joins or leaves, the delay in the
network core experienced by packets of macroflow � is
always bounded by d�core ¼ qLP;max=r� þ ðh� qÞd� þDP

tot,
despite that the actual rate for macroflow � is not a constant.
Let P be the path of macroflow � and let CP

res be the minimal
residual bandwidth along path P. Hence, at most, CP

res
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additional amount of bandwidth (reserved and contingent)

can be allocated to anymacroflow alongP. We now consider

how to deal with microflow joins and leaves. We consider

these two cases separately below.

4.3.1 Microflow Join

Consider a new microflow � wanting to join the existing

macroflow � at time t�. If the new microflow can be

admitted, we need to determine, for the resulting “new”

macroflow �0, a new reserved rate r�
0 � r� as well as �r�

amount of new contingency bandwidth for a contingency

period of �� . From Theorem 2, without loss of generality, we

choose �r� ¼ P� � r�
0 þ r�. Hence, in order to be able to

admit the new microflow � into the existing macroflow �,

first of all, we must have P� � CP
res. If this condition is

satisfied, then we need to find the minimal new reserved

rate r�
0
so that the edge-to-edge delay requirement D�;req

can be satisfied for the resulting macroflow �0. Note that,

after the contingency period, the edge queuing delay for

any packets of the class is determined by the new class

traffic profile and the reserved rate, therefore,

d�
0

edge�to�edge ¼ d�
0

edge þmaxfd�core; d�
0

coreg � D�;req: ð18Þ

Since r�
0 � r�, LP;max/r�

0 � LP;max/r�. Hence, d�core �
d�

0

core. The constraint (18) is reduced to ensure that d�
0

edge

� D�;req � d�core. From this constraint, r�
0
can be easily

computed. Hence, the new microflow can be admitted if

the new reserved rate r�
0
can be accommodated along

path P (i.e., if �� � r�
0 � r� � P� � CP

res).
If the microflow can be admitted, r� þ P� is allocated to

the macroflow during the contingency period (i.e., from t�

to t� þ ��) and, after t� þ �� , only r�
0
will be allocated for

macroflow �0.

4.3.2 Microflow Leave

When a constituent flow � leaves the macroflow � at time t�,

we may reduce the current reserved rate r� to r�
0
. Clearly,

we must ensure that the amount of bandwidth reduced,

r� ¼ r� � r�
0
, is chosen such that the edge-to-edge delay

requirement D�;req must not be violated. Furthermore, this

reduction in reserved rate may not take place immediately, in

general. From Theorem 3 and choosing �r� ¼ r� , we must

continue to service the macroflow � with the current

reserved rate r� for a period of �� . Only after the

contingency period ends at t� þ �� can we reduce the

current reserved rate by r� ¼ r� � r�
0
amount. To determine

r� ¼ r� � r�
0
, we must ensure that (18) holds. Since r�

0 � r�,

we have d�core � d�
0

core. Hence, we need to find a new reserved

rate r�
0
such that d�

0

edge þ d�
0

core � D�;req. In either of these

cases, the minimal r�
0
(if it exists) that satisfies the edge-to-

edge delay bound (18) can be found easily.

5 SIMULATION INVESTIGATION

In this section, we conduct simulations to explore the

efficacy of our admission control algorithms for both per-

flow and class-based guaranteed services. In particular, we

compare the performance of our per-flow admission control

algorithm with that used in IntServ Guaranteed Service

(GS) model. We also investigate the impact of dynamic flow

aggregation on class-based guaranteed services.

Fig. 7 depicts the network topology used in the simula-

tions, where flows generated from source 1 (S1) are destined

to destination 1 (D1) via the path connecting the ingress node

(I1) to the egress node (E1) and flows generated from source 2

(S2) are destined to destination 2 (D2) via the path connecting

the ingress node (I2) to the egress node (E2). Each ingress

node consists of two components: edge conditioners and a

core stateless scheduler, which is the first-hop scheduler along

the path. Let x ! y denote the outgoing link from node x to

node y. The capacity of outgoing links of all core routers is set

to 1:5Mb=s. The link capacity of Si ! Ii and that ofEi ! Di,

i ¼ 1; 2, are assumed to be infinity. All the links are assumed

to have zero propagation delay. We consider two simulation

settings. In the first setting (rate-based schedulers only), all core

routers employC6SVCschedulers. In the secondsetting (mixed

rate/delay-based schedulers), schedulers employed for the out-

going links I1 ! R2, I2 ! R2, R2 ! R3, R5 ! E1 are

C6SVCs, while those for R3 ! R4, R4 ! R5, and R5 ! E2

are VT-EDFs. The flow traffic profiles and possible delay

requirements used in the simulations are listed in Table 1.
We first conduct a set of simulations to compare the

efficacy of the admission control schemes (both per-flow

and class-based) in the BB/VTRS model with the standard

admission control scheme [8], [13] used for the GS in the

IntServ model. In the GS model, the counterpart of a C6SVC
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Fig. 7. The network topology used in the simulations.

TABLE 1
Traffic Profiles Used in the Simulations



scheduler is VC while, for VT-EDF, it is RC-EDF. The RC-

EDF [8], [19] scheduler employs a per-flow shaper to

enforce that the traffic of each flow entering the EDF

scheduler conforms to its traffic profile. In this set of

simulations, traffic is sent only from source S1 to destination

D1 (i.e., there is no cross traffic). All flows are of type 0 and

have the same edge-to-edge delay requirement (either 2:44 s

or 2:19 s). Moreover, each flow has an infinite lifetime. Note

that, under the per-flow guaranteed services, when the

delay requirement of a type 0 flow is 2:44 s, a reserved rate

equal to its mean sending rate will meet the delay

requirement, whereas, when the delay requirement is

2:19 s, a higher reserved rate is needed to meet the delay

requirement. In the BB/VTRS aggregate scheme, a single

delay service class is used, where the edge-to-edge delay

requirement of the class is set to either either 2:44 s or 2:19 s.

For each flow in the class, a fixed delay parameter (cd) is

used at all of the delay-based schedulers (this parameter

will only be used in the mixed rate/delay-based scheduler

setting). Simulations are conducted using three different

values of cd (0:10 s, 0:24 s, and 0:50 s). The objective of our

simulation investigation is to compare the maximum

number of flows that can be admitted under the three

different admission control schemes: IntServ/GS, Per-flow

BB/VTRS, and Aggr BB/VTRS. For IntServ/GS, we use the

conventional hop-by-hop admission control algorithm [3],

which is also conducted at the bandwidth broker instead of

indivual routers.
The simulation results are shown in Table 2. From the

table, we see that the IntServ/GS and Per-flow BB/VTRS
schemes accept exactly the same number of flows under all
the simulation settings, whereas the Aggr BB/VTRS scheme
has either slightly worse or better performance, depending
on the edge-to-edge delay requirements of the flows. When
the delay requirement is 2:44 s, the Aggr BB/VTRS scheme
accepts one fewer flow than can be accepted by either the
IntServ/GS or Per-flow BB/VTRS scheme. This perfor-
mance loss is due to contingency bandwidth allocation in
the Aggr BB/VTRS scheme: When a new flow is accepted
into the delay service class, an amount of bandwidth equal
to its peak rate is reserved during the contigency period to
avoid potential delay bound violation. In contrast, in both
the IntServ/GS and Per-flow BB/VTRS schemes, the
bandwidth reserved for the new flow is equal to its mean
rate. However, when the delay requirement is 2:19 s, the
Aggr BB/VTRS scheme can accept one or two more flows
than that can be accepted by either the IntServ/GS or Per-
flow BB/VTRS scheme. This performance gain is due to a
number of factors:

1. Each flow has precisely the same delay requirement
as is provided by the delay service class.

2. The aggregate flow has a smaller core-delay bound
than that of each individual flow in the per-flow
guaranteed services.

3. All flows have infinite life time which, in this case,
masks the transient effect of contingency bandwidth
allocation used in the Aggr BB/VTRS scheme.

To better understand why the Aggr BB/VTRS scheme
yields better performance in the case when the edge-to-edge
delay requirement of the flows is 2:19 s, we examine more
closely the bandwidth allocation allocated under the three
schemes. Fig. 8 plots the average bandwidth allocated to
each flow using the three schemes (under the mixed rate/
delay-based scheduler setting) as a function of the number
of flows accepted into the network. From the figure, we see
that, under the Aggr BB scheme, the average reserved
bandwidth per flow decreases as more flows are aggregated
into the delay service class. (Note, in particular, that with
the fixed delay parameter cd ¼ 0:10 s, a per-flow bandwidth
allocation that is equal to the mean rate of the flows is
sufficient to support the edge-to-edge delay bound 2:19 s of
the delay service class.) The average reserved bandwidth
eventually drops considerably below those of the Per-flow
BB/VTRS and IntServ/GS schemes. As a result, under the
Aggr BB/VTRS scheme, there is sufficient residual band-
width left to admit one or two more flows into the network.
Under the Per-flow BB/VTRS scheme, a VT-EDF scheduler
starts with allocating the minimum possible delay para-
meter to a flow, thereby producing the minimum band-
width allocation (i.e., the mean rate of the flow). However,
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Comparison of IntServ/GS, Per-Flow BB/VTRS, and Aggregate BB/VTRS Schemes

Fig. 8. Mean reserved bandwidth.



as more flows are admitted, the feasible delay parameter
that can be allocated to a new flow becomes larger, resulting
in higher reserved rate. As a result, the average reserved
bandwidth per flow increases. It is interesting to note that,
although the Per-flow BB/VTRS and IntServ/GS admit the
same number of flows (i.e., 27), the Per-flow BB/VTRS
scheme has a slight smaller average reserved rate per-flow.
Hence, there is more residual bandwidth left under the Per-
flow BB/VTRS scheme than that under the IntServ/GS
scheme, albeit this residual bandwidth is not enough to
admit another flow. This slight gain in the residual
bandwidth is due to the ability of the Per-flow BB/VTRS
scheme to perform path-wide optimization when determin-
ing the minimum feasible rate-delay parameter pair for a
flow. In contrast, in the IntServ/GS scheme, the reserved
rate of a flow is determined using the WFQ reference
model, which then limits the range that the delay parameter
can be assigned to the flow in an RC-EDF scheduler.

In the above simulations, we have assumed that all flows

have infinite lifetime. We now conduct another set of

simulations in which flows have finite holding times and

investigate the impact of dynamic flow aggregation on the

flow blocking performance of class-based guaranteed

services. In this set of simulatations, flow holding time is

generated using an exponential distribution with a mean of

200 seconds. Flows may originate from either of the two

sources S1 or S2. We vary the flow interarrival times to

produce various offered loads. We implement two versions

of the aggregate BB/VTRS scheme: one using the con-

tingency period bounding method and another using the

contingency period feedback method, as described in

Section 4.2.1. Fig. 9 shows the flow blocking rates of these

two schemes as well as that of the per-flow BB/VTRS

scheme as we increase the flow arrival rates (and, thus, the

offered load to the network). Each point in the plots of this

figure is the average of five simulation runs. From the

figure, we can see that, with dynamic flow arrivals and

departures, the per-flow BB/VTRS scheme has the lowest

flow blocking rate, as is expected. The theoretical con-

tingency period bounding method has the worst flow

blocking rate because it uses the worst-case bound on the

backlog of the edge conditioners. This leads to a portion of

the link bandwidth used as the contingency bandwidth,

which is not immediately released. Using the contingency

period feedback method, the contingency period �� is, in

general, very small, thus the contingency bandwidth

allocated is deallocated in a very short period of time. In

general, because it requires peak rate allocation at the time a

new microflow arrives, the Aggr BB/VTRS schemes have a

higher flow blocking rate than that of the per-flow BB/

VTRS scheme. However, as the offered load increases, the

flow blocking rates of these schemes converge. Hence, as

the network is close to its saturation point, the (transient)

effect of contigency bandwidth allocation under the Aggr

BB/VTRS scheme on the flow blocking performance

becomes much less prominent.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a novel bandwidth broker

architecture for scalable support of guaranteed services that

decouples the QoS control plane from the packet forward-

ing plane. More specifically, under this architecture, core

routers do not maintain any QoS reservation states, whether per-

flow or aggregate. Instead, the QoS reservation states are

stored at and managed by a bandwidth broker. There are

several advantages of such a bandwidth broker architec-

ture. Among others, it avoids the problem of inconsistent

QoS states faced by the conventional hop-by-hop, distrib-

uted admission control approach. Furthermore, it allows us

to design efficient admission control algorithms without

incurring any overhead at core routers. The proposed

bandwidth broker architecture is designed based on a core

stateless virtual time reference system developed in [22]. In

this paper, we focused on the design of efficient admission

control algorithms under the proposed bandwidth broker

architecture. We consider both per-flow end-to-end guaran-

teed delay services and class-based guaranteed delay

services with flow aggregation. Using our bandwidth

broker architecture, we demonstrated how admission

control can be done on an entire path basis, instead of on

a “hop-by-hop” basis. Such an approach may significantly

reduce the complexity of the admission control algorithms.

In designing class-based admission control algorithms, we

investigated the problem of dynamic flow aggregation in

providing guaranteed delay services and devised new

mechanisms to effectively circumvent this problem. We

conducted detailed analyses to provide theoretical under-

pinning for our schemes as well as to establish their

correctness. Simulations were also performed to demon-

strate the efficacy of our schemes.

APPENDIX

Proof of Theorem 1. Define t� ¼ 1
h�q ðD�;req �DP

tot þ T�
onÞ and

�� ¼ 1
h�q ½T�

onP
� þ ðq þ 1ÞL�;max�. After some simple alge-

braic manipulations, we can rewrite (7) in the following

form:

d� � t� � ��

r�
ð19Þ
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or, equivalently,

r� � ��

t� � d�
: ð20Þ

Note that, from (19), it is clear that d� � t� . Furthermore,

if d� decreases, the upper bound on r� in (20) also

decreases. Hence, the feasible range for r� shrinks from

the right as d� decreases.
We now consider the delay constraints (8). Given any

flow k traversing a delay-based scheduler Si such that
dki � d� , define

Sk
i ¼ Cid

k
i �

X
fj2F i:d

j
i�dki g

½rjðdki � djiÞ þ Lj;max�: ð21Þ

Then, (8) becomes

r�ðdki � d�Þ þ L�;max � Sk
i : ð22Þ

Note that Sk
i denotes the minimum residual service over

any time interval of length dki at scheduler Si. Hence, (22)

states that the new flow � can be accommodated at Si

with a rate-delay parameter pair hr�; d�i while without

affecting the delay guarantee for flow k, if the service

required by the new flow � over any time interval of

length dki does not exceed Sk
i . For simplicity, we shall

refer to Sk
i as the minimum residual service of Si at time dki .

We can consolidate the delay constraints at all the

delay-schedulers along P as follows: Let F del be the

union of the sets of the flows at all the delay-based

schedulers, i.e., F del ¼ [fj 2 F i : Si is delay-basedg. Sup-
pose there are a total of M distinctive delay parameters

associated with the flows in F del. Let these distinctive M

delay parameters be denoted by d1; d2; . . . ; dM , where

0 � d1 < d2 < � � � < dM . For m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M, define

Sm ¼ minfSk
i : k 2 F i and dki ¼ dm;Si is delay-basedg: ð23Þ

Clearly, Sm denotes the minimal residual service among

all the delay-based schedulers at time dm. Hence, we refer to

Sm as the minimal residual service of path P at time dm. With

this notation, we see that the new flow � can be

accommodated along path P with a rate-delay parameter

pair hr�; d�i while without affecting the delay guarantee

for any flow at any delay-based scheduler along the path

if, for any dm � d� , we have

r�ðdm � d�Þ þ L�;max � Sm:

Using (20), we can rewrite the above inequality as the
following constraint on r� :

r�ðdm � t�Þ � Sm � �� � L�;max: ð24Þ

We now show how to use (20) and (24) to determine

whether a feasible rate-delay parameter pair hr�; d�i exists
and, if it exists,howto find theminimumfeasible r� .Define

d0 ¼ 0anddMþ1 ¼ 1. Then, if thenewflow� is admissible,

theremust exist a rate-delay parameter pair hr�; d�i, where

d� 2 ½dm�1; dmÞ for somem ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M þ 1. From(19), it is

clear that 0 � d� � t� . Letm� be such that dm
��1 < t� � dm

�
.

Clearly, ½dm��1; dm
� Þ is the rightmost delay interval that

may contain a feasible d� . We now examine iteratively the

validity of each of the delay intervals ½dm�1; dmÞ, starting
fromm ¼ m� down tom ¼ 1.

For m ¼ m�;m� � 1; . . . ; 2; 1, suppose d� 2 ½dm�1; dmÞ.
Then, from (20), as well as the constraint that r� 2
½�� ,minfP� ,CP

resg�, we must have r� 2 Rm
fea ¼ ½rm;l

fea; r
m;r
fea �,

where

rm;l
fea ¼ max

��

t� � dm�1
; ��

� �
; rm;r

fea ¼ min
��

t� � dm
; P�; CP

res

� �
:

ð25Þ

Similarly, from (24), it is not too hard to see that d� 2
½dm�1; dmÞ implies that r� 2 Rm

del ¼ ½rm;l
del ; r

m;r
del �, where

rm;l
del ¼ max

m�k<m�

Sk � �� � L�;max

dk � t�

� �
;

rm;r
del ¼ min min

m�k<m�

�� þ L�;max

t� � dk

� �
; min
k�m�

Sk � �� � L�;max

dk � t�

� �
:

ð26Þ

Observe that, when we move from the current delay

interval ½dm�1; dmÞ to the next delay interval to the left
½dm�2; dm�1Þ, the corresponding feasible rate range Rm

fea

determined by (25) also shifts to the left (see Fig. 10). In

contrast, the corresponding feasible rate range Rm
del

determined by the delay constraints (26) shrinks: The
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Fig. 10. The behavior of feasible range Rm
fea and delay constraint range Rm

del at the mth iteration in the search of feasible rate-delay parameter pair

hr�; d�i for a new flow �.



left edge rm;l
del increases, while the right edge rm;r

del

decreases (see Fig. 10). Using these monotonicity proper-

ties of Rm
fea and Rm

del, we have Theorem 1. tu
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